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I Nl'RODUCT I CN 

Your Great Plains Air Drill is designed to give you many years of dependable 
service. This manual has been prepared to instruct you in the safe and 
efficient operation of this machine. Read and study it thoroughly. Follow 
all instructions and service procedures carefully. 

The parts on your Air Drill have been specially designed and should only 
be replaced with genuine Great Plains parts. Therefore, should your Air Drill 
require replacement parts, purchase them from your Great Plains dealer. 

Space has been provided below for you to record your model number and 
serial number of your drill. Be sure to bring this information with you to 
your dealer when ordering parts or attachments for your drill. 

The Safety Alert S~bol indicates that there is a 
potential hazard to personal safety involved and extra safety 
precautions must be taken. ~en you see this s~bol, be alert 
and carefu(ly read the message that follows it. In addition to 
design and configuration of equipment; hazard control and 
accident prevention are dependent upon the awareness, concern, 
prudence and proper training of personnel involved in the 
operation, transport, maintenance and storage of equipment. 

SERIAL NUMBER ______________________ __ 

MODEL NUMBER ______________________ __ 

DATE PURCHASED ______________________ _ 
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SAFETY RULES 

P "t. ·Th~. safe operation of any machinery is a big concern to 
tarmers and manufacturers. We have designed the Air Drill with 
wany,,:, .bup, t'~i:n safety fea tures. However, no one shou 1 d opera te 
",thf&"marih~n:e,before carefully reading this operators manual. 

1. NEVER permit anyone to ride on or walk beside the Air Drill 
when moving. 

2. ,NEVER permit anyone to ride on the tractor while the drill 
is in tow. 

3. NEVER. allow anyone to be near the drill when folding or 
unfot'ding. 

I!~ t'~. ~1:..' \.,. -; ~ 

4. Allow proper clearance both overhead and on the ground when 
folding or unfolding. 

5. Be aware of any overhead or roadside obstructions when 
transporting. (Power lines, bridges, fence rows, culverts) 

:A: iALWA~S install ',~~e:.p~o;,~:r-.p'ins -aDd locks before' 
transpo'r t i ng.· " . . 

. , 

.' " ·'·,f .. : 

.ALWAyS>foldand unfold the implement SLONLY and on level 
·'g-roun·d~ . 

" 8. ,NEVER. q'ansport'the drill faster' than 15 mph. 

9. Comply with all Federal, State, and Local laws when 
transporting. 

~10. oq NOf·atte,mpt to lubricate, adjustor repair the air drill 
w~H-e' i-t is" i n 0 per a t ion • 

. . -' 
11.00;NQTpetmit smoking or open flame where combus,tible 

Iiibt.icants are used. 
i" . . --. ' 

12. :~~'vord .. contact with treated seed and fert i 1 izer. 

13. Reduce speed when transporting over hills or steep slopes. 

14. Use caution and reduce speed when transporting or operating 
with full seed bins • 

. I . -.' 

15. CAUTION! Escaping fluid under pressure can have sufficient 
force to penetrate the skin. Check all hydraulic lin~s' and 
hoses before applying pressure. Fluid escaping form a very 

: sma 1 1, hoi e can be a 1 mo s t j n vis i b 1 e • . Use pap e r 0 r ca r db 0 a r d , 
',no't"'b'o-dy parts, :to check for suspected. leaks. If injured, 
seek medical assistance from a doctor that is familiar with 
this type of injury. Foreign fluids in the tissue must be 
surgically removed within a few hours or gangrene will 
result. 
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WARNING 

SAFETY DECALS 

~ A' A' AfT' A' A' 6'.11('.1 ~, 

: [A WARNING] ~ 
~ LOW PRESSURE OIL RADIATOR ; 

~ 1. AlOlilimes b .. u,o.h •• RETURN LINE '.om Oil Rodlo •• , ; r ;s connee'od '0 "oe'o' b,.o.o engoV'.g Hyd.ou.lc , 

~ 2. ~:I::~id damolge 10 Hyd,..,aic MOlor. slowly ~f'u)lIIge , 
' remole lever wilh traclor enlin .. ,t IDLING $PleO. 

3. Under no citcumsl,ance •• hould "fur" 091 lin. I,om 
~ Radiator be con"ecled 10 remole .,vt.1e., .' I,.clof. r Relurn oil must be put direcUy bae" inlO I'aclot oil.up' , 

ply 10 avoid built preslur, c-"ud .y p ... i,-. r.s'ric-
~ lion in 'emote oull .. 1. 

, 4. Be SUI" that SCI, .. n 01 Oil Aadiator is 't., 0' 'Otel,,, ",.1· ~ 
ler ,I all limes to prennl overheaUAg. . r 

~ A' A' A' AfT' AfT' ~ .JII' ~:" . .I 

ACAUTION 
STANO CLEAR WHILE FOLDING, 
UNFOLDING, RAISING, OR 
LOWERING IMPLEMENT. 

AIR LEAKS WILL CAUSE ERRATIC 
METERING RATES. 

BINS SHOULD BE PERIODICALLY 
CHECKED FOR AIR LEAKAGE. 
(SEE OPERATING MANUAL) 

seVERE Cf-MI\GE OR PERSONAL 
I~JUR" MAY RESULT IF THr; 
FOLD CVLlNQERS AND HOSES 
ARE NOT BLED FREE OF AIR AND 
FULLY CHA~C WITH HYDRAULIC 
OIL B~FbRE FOI.QING T~E 
IMPLEMENT. 

LIFT CYLINDERS 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

THIS I1ACIfIIl£ IS [QUIPI'fD IIITH W'IIAS115 MSTER Sl.Avt 
LIFT CYlIIlOERS. TH£Sf: CYlIIlOPS MY M1n A PERIOD 111 
TIME GET OUT 111 TIME OI! PItASE. TIff EFfECTS OF THIS CNI 1£ 
SEEN WHEN 011£ SECTION IS _115 100 LOll OI! 100 HlIiH 
BECAIlSE ITS LIFT mllCOER IS EITHER CMUXTEIIOED OR 
OVERR£TRACTtI) COIf'AAfD 10 TIff OTHER LIfT CYliNDERS. 
TO REPItASE TIff CYlINDERS, MISE THE IllUMENT 
COHPI.ETELY.\JP AND Hlll.D TIff 1aACT\IR IIYOI!AIA.IC L£ml ON 
FOI! A F£V SECONDS 10 CIY£ TIff CYliNDERS TIME TO 1EI'HASt. 
THIS SltOUlD BE ODII£ EACH TIME TIff I1ACIfIIl£ IS MlSOI OUT 
Of THE GllOUIID. IO£NTMILY .EYERSI15 THE HY1lRAIl.IC 
LEvtR Ilt£OlAmT N'TEII W'IIAS11C6 10 AUCIII THE 
CYLINDERS TO RETMCT ABOUT 1/Z" 1/lLl. I£LP IN M1NTAIKIIC6 
A LEYEL IIIPUMENT. 

-,.. IMPORTANr--

NOTICE 
, 

TRACTOR HYDRAULICS MUST 
BE CAPABLE OF A SUSTAI'~D 
OUTPUT OF 15 GPM AT 2000 PSI, 
15 GPM IS THE MINIMUM F,GURE, 
THE CONTROL VALVE USED TO 
REGULATE FAN ~PM W,ll ADMIT 
UP TO 30 GPM! WHICH IS THE 
MAXIMUM FIGUR~. 

818-0441: 

,. .. ~ 

* Your Air Drill comes equipped with all safety decals in place. 

* Always keep safety decals clean and legible. 

* Replace all dwnaged or missing safety decals. To order n~w 
safety decals, go to your GREAT PLAINS Dealer and reference part 
numbers as shown on page 25. 

* To install new safety decals: 

A) 

B) 

Clean the area the decal is to be placed. (R~fer tp page 
25. ) 
Peel backing from decal and press firmly onto ,~rface. 
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NUT AND· BOLT TORQUING OfART 

This chart is based on torque requirements in foot pounds for grade 5 bolts. 

BOLT DIAl'lETER I'lINIMlII'I TORQUE I'lAXIMlII'I TORQUE BOLT DIAI'\ETER I'lINII'lUl'\ TORQUE I'lAXIMlII'I TORQUE 

1/4" 9 11 3/4" 270 324 
5/16" 17 20 7/8" 400 480 
3/8" 35 42 1" 580 696 

7/16" 54 64 1 1/8" 800 880 
1/2" BO 96 1 1/4" 1120 1240 
9/16" 110 132 1 3/8" 1460 1680 
5/8" 150 180 1 1/2" 1940 2200 

NOTE: Torque requirements listed above do not apply to self-locking nuts. For self-locking nuts 
increase torque requirements listed above by 15%. 

TIRE INFLATION CHART 

TIRE SIZE 

7.50 x 20" 4 Ply Drill Rib 
9.0 x 24" 8 Ply Rib Implement 
9.5L x 15" 6 Ply Rib Implement 
9.5L x 15" 8 Ply Rib Implement 
9.5L x 15" 12 Ply Rib Implement 
11L x 15" 6 Ply Rib Implement 
11L x 15" 12 Ply Rib Implement 
12.5L x 15" 8 Ply Rib Implement 
12.5L x 16" 10 Ply Rib Implement 
16.5L x 16.1" 10 Ply Rib Implement 

INFLATION PSI 

28 
40 
32 
44 
60 
28 
52 
36 
44 
36 

TRACfOR DRAW-BAR HOOK-UP 

With the cart on level ground, adjust the 
hitch, ref. fig. 1 and 2, to the height of the 
tractor draw bar so the cart frame is parallel 
to the ground. 80th hitches are reversible 
for a greater range of adjustment. The clevis 
type hitch must only be attached to tractors 
having a single draw bar. 

NOTE: When the clevis hitch is reversed it is 
necessary to reassemble the offset tang so it 
is always on the bottom. 
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Single strap Hitch 
Fig. 1 

Clevis Hitch 
Fig. 2 



TRAcrOR HYDRAUL I C HOOK -UP 

For easiest operation, the tractor should be 
equipped with six remote hydraulic hoOk-ups 
(three pairs). If your tractor has four 
remote hoOk-ups (two pairs), some hoses RUst 
be relocated to different remotes to change 
from folding to seeding operation. 

The large 3/4" 1.0. hydraulic return line, 
fig. 3, from the oil cooler MUST be attached 
to the tractor reservoir BEFORE attempting to 
engage the fan motor. If this is not done, 
damage will occur to the oil cooler. 

On initial tractor hook-up, mount the female 
section of the large disconnect coupler onto 
the rear of the tractor. Run the 3/4" hose 
from the coupler directly to the tractor 
hydraulic reservoir or to the return line from 
the remote outlet valve bank. This 3/4" line 
is the return line from the cart's hydraulic 
system and MUST BY-PASS the remote outlets and 
tractor hydraulic valves. 

ON TRACTORS WITH RETURN LINE FILTERS, damage 
may occur to the tractor hydraulic system if 
the return oil is dumped directly into the 
reservoir instead of running through the 
filters. These filter systems are used on 
certain John Deere, Allis Chalmers and Case 
tractors. Consult your dealer or Great Plains 
representative for correct hydraulic 
procedures. 

NOTE: The pressure in the 3/4" 1.0. line must 
not exceed 200 psi or severe oil cooler damage 
will occur. 

The tractor must be at IDLE speed when 
engaging the hydraulics to the fan motor. 
After the fan is running, increase the tractor 
to the desired speed. The fan hydraulics may 
be shut off at any time and the fan will free
wheel to a stop. 

Fan Pressure Gauge 

Hydraulic Return Line 
Fig. 3 

NOTE: It is very important that the oil in 
the hydraulic circuits is clean. You should 
start with clean oil in the tractor reservoir, 
add clean oil when necessary and maintain all 
filters according to recommended factory 
specifications to ensure minimum downtime and 
efficient fan, distributor motor and valve 
operation. The Air Drill hydraulic system 
requires approximately 13 gallons for 45 ft. 
drill or 7 gallons for the 34 ft. dr.ill to 
fill. 

BLEEDING THE HYDRAULIC LIFTING SYSTEM 

The implement lifting system is equipped with 
rephasing type hydraulic cylinders that 
require a special procedure for bleeding air 
from the hydraulic circuits. Read and follow 
the procedure carefully. The rephasing type 
cylinders will not function properly with air 
in the hydraulic circuit. Bleeding the system 
may have been done during initial set up of 
the drill. 
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NOTE: Check the hydraulic fluid in the 
tractor reservoir and fill to the proper 
level. Add fluid to the system as needed. A 
low reservoir level may draw air back into the 
system, causing jerky or uneven cylinder 
movement. 



BLEED I NG THE HYDRAUL Ie LIFT I NG SYSTEM (CXJ'I.1 ' T. ) 

1. Jack up and support the front member of 
each implement frame section at a point close 
to each gauge wheel. If the gauge wheel 
cylinders have previously been engaged, they 
may be used to assist in raising the frame. 

2. With the frame blocked and supported, 
unpin the rod end of the gauge wheel 
cylinders. Pivot the cylinders up and wire or 
otherwise safely support the rod end port 
higher than the base end port. 

NOTE: The cylinders located directly behind 
the cart, fig. 4, will not pivot upward for 
bleeding, and must be unpinned at both ends 
and then supported with the rod end port 
higher than the base end port. 

3. With the tractor engine at an idle speed, 
hold the remote lever on to put fluid into the 
lifting circuit. When the outboard cylinders 
on BOTH sides of the implement have completely 
extended, hold the remote lever on for one 
minute. 

Center Hydraulic Cylinders 
Fig. 4 

(34 Ft. Air Drill Shown) 

4. Retract the cylinder rods. Extend the 
rods again and hold the remote. lever on for 
one more minute. Repeat this step two more 
times to completely bleed the system. If 
gauge wheel leveling adjustments are to be 
made, leave the cylinders unpinned and the 
implement frame supported. 

5. Recheck the tractor reservoir and fill to 
the proper level. 

BLEEDING THE FOLDING SYSTEM 

A DANGER I TIlE roWING CYLINDERS MJST BE BLED FREE OF AIR BEFffiE 
ATTEMPTING TO FOLD OR UNFOLD THE IMPLEMENT, OTHERWISE SEVERE DAMAGE 
AND BODILY INJURY ~Y RESULT! 

NOTE: Check the hydraulic fluid in the 
tractor reservoir and fill to the proper level. 
Add fluid to the system as needed. A low 
reservoir level may draw air back into the 
system, causing jerky or uneven cylinder 
movement. 

1. Unpin the rod end of the fold cylinders and 
block, wire or otherwise safely support the 
cylinders so when the rod end is fully 
extended it does not contact anything. 

2. Cycle the cylinders completely in and out a 
minimum of three times to purge the air from 
the fold system. NOTE: On the 45' model if 
one side is completely in or out and the other 
side is not moving release the tractor 
hydraulic lever momentarily reverse it and try 
again. 

3. Fully extend the cylinders to repin the rod 
ends. 

4. Recheck the tractor reservoir and fill to 
the proper level. 

OPERAT ING THE LIFT I NG HYDRAUL I C SYSTEM 

The lift cylinders may after a period of time 
get out of time or phase. The effects of this 
can be seen when one section is running too 
low or too high because its lift cylinder is 
either overextended or overretracted compared 
to the other lift cylinders. To rephase the 
cylinders, raise the implement completely up 
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and hold the tractor hydraulic lever on for a 
few seconds to give the cylinders time to 
rephase. This should be done each time 
the machine is raised out of the ground. 
Momentarily reversing the hydraulic lever 
immediately after rephasing to allow the 
cylinders to retract about 1/2" will help in 
maintaining a level implement. 



OPERATING THE FOLDING HYDRAULIC SYSTEM: 

~ FOLDING 

~ CAUI'I<Jt-l! SAFETY PRECAUI'I<Jt-lS MUST BE TAKEN DURING FOLDING 
AND UNFOLDING OPERATICNS! 

1. Folding is best achieved on level ground. 
Be aware of the clearance required to fold 
the drill. 

2. NEVER allow anyone near the drill during 
folding operations. Hydraulic failure could 
result in serious injury or death. 

3. Set the tractor engine at idle speed. 
Hydraulically raise the drill frame to the 
highest position. 

4. Check for overhead obstructions and SLOWLY 
fold the implement frames. (Watch to be sure 
the hoses do not get pinched or kinked during 
foiding.) On the 45' models the two outboard 
sections of the implement frame will fold up 
before the inboard sections. 

1. Unfolding is best achieved on level 
ground. 

2. Be aware of the clearance requirements of 
the drill width (45'for 45' model and 35' for 
34' model). 

3. NEVER allow anyone near the drill during 
unfolding operations. Hydraulic failure could 
result in serious injury or death. 

4. Remove the folding lock pins, fig. 5. 

5. SLOWLY unfold the implement. Watch to be 
sure the hoses do not get pinched or kinked 

5. When folding is completed, install the 
folding lock pins, fig. 5, where the vertical 
and horizontal folded sections come together. 

UNFOLDING 

Pin 
Fig. 5 

(34 Ft. Air Drill Shown) 

during unfolding. For maximum flex in the 
field continue to hold the hydraulic lever 
until the fold cylinders are fully extended. 

On the 45' model only, one inboard wing 
section will unfold and hydraulically lock at 
approximately a 45 degree angle. The attached 
outboard wing section will unfold and these 
sections will lower to the ground. 

Release the lever and momentarily shift it as 
if to fold the implement. This action will 
cause a spool to shift in the sequencing 

. valve. The other side of the implement may 
now be unfolded. 

FRAME LEVELING 

Equal seeding depth across the drill can only be maintained if all frames are level. Leveling 
adjustments may have been done during initial setup of drill. Periodic frame leveling should not be 
necessary, however, you may field check level by laying a straight edge across at least two frame 
members and out over a gauge wheel of that fra~e. Measure the distance from the bottom of the 
straight edge to the top of the gauge wheel tire. Compare this measurement at the other gauge wheel 
tires (see instruction 4 page 9). If leveling is necessary follow the instructions on the next page. 
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FRAME LEVELING (CON'T.) 

PROCEDURE FOR 45' DRILL 

1. The gauge wheel hydraulic circuit should 
be bled of air and full of oil (see "Bleeding 
the Hydraulic LlftingSystem"). 

2. Hydraulically lower the entire implement 
frame. The frame should then be jacked up and 
supported (see "Bleeding the Hydraulic Lifting 
system"), and sections 1 & 6 non-castored gauge 
wheel cylinders should be unpinned at the rod 
end and safely supported. 

3. Retract all gauge wheels cylinders fully. 
Since the dual gauge wheels on sections 3 & 4 
are non-adjustable all adjustments will be 
made with these as a reference. A reference 
measurement must be taken from the top of the 
implement frame to the center of one of the 
dual gauge wheel axles, fig. 6. 

4. With all cylinders fully retracted lay a 
straight edge across at least two frame 
members of either section 3 or 4 and extend 
the straight edge out over the dual gauge 
wheel axle of that section. Measure the 
distance from the bottom of the straight edge 
to the center of the dual gauge wheel axle 
(approximately 11 5/8"). 

Sections 1 & 6 non-castored gauge wheels 
should center on the measurement determined 
above. Sections 1 & 6 castored (outboard) 
gauge wheels should be set approximately 1/2" 
higher (subtract 1 /2" from your measurement) 
because they carry less weight. 

5. Lay a straight edge across the top of at 
least two frame members of section 1 and out 
over the non-castored gauge wheel axle. Raise 
the unpinned gauge wheel and arm assembly up 
to where the center of the gauge wheel axle is 
at the measurement determined in number 4 
above. Support the gauge wheel at that point. 
Swing the cylinder down to the gauge wheel arm 
and adjust the Eye-Bolt, fig. 7, until the pin 
holes line up. Secure Eye-Bolt with the jam nut 
and repin the cylinder onto the gauge wheel 
arm. 

6. Now move the straight edge so it lies over 
the castored gauge wheel axle. Adjust the Eye
Bolt at-the base end of the cylinder until the 
center of the axle is approximately 1/2" 
higher (subtract 1/2") than the measurement 
determined in number 4. Secure Eye-Bolt by 
tightening the jam nuts. 
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7. Repeat instructions number 5 & 6 for 
section 6. 

8. Make sure that all cylinders are securely 
pinned. 

9. The center of the implement is held by the 
cart sling, fig. 8. This should be adjusted 
so the center of the machine is level during 
field operation. 

10. For front to back leveling of the 
implement frame see number 2 of "Planting Depth 
Adjustments". 

Dual Gauge Wheel Arm 
Fig. 6 

Eye-Bolt Adjustment 
Fig. 7 

Fig. 8 



FRAME LEVEL ING (roN' T. ) 

PROCEDURE FOR 34' DRILL 

1. The gauge wheel hydraulic circuit should 
be bled of air and full of oil (see "Bleeding 
the Hydraulic System" on page 6). 

2. Hydraulically lower the entire implement 
frame. The frame should then be jacked up and 
supported (see "Bleeding the Hydraulic Lifting 
system" ), and sections 1 & 6 non-castored gauge 
wheel cylinders should be unpinned at the rod 
end and safely supported. 

3. Retract all gauge wheels cylinders fully. 
Since the dual gauge wheels on sections 2 & 3 
are non-adjustable all adjustments will be 
made with these as a reference. A reference 
measurement must be taken from the top of the 
implement frame to the center of one of the 
dual gauge wheel axles; fig. 6, page 9. 

4. With all cylinders fully retracted lay a 
straight edge across at least two frame 
members of either section 2 or 3 and extend 
the straight edge out over the dual gauge 
wheel axle of that section. Measure the 
distance from the bottom of the straight edge 
to the center of the dual .gauge wheel axle 
(approximately 11 5/8"). 

5. Sections 1 & 4 gauge wheels should center 
on the measurement determined above. Lay a 
straight edge across the top of at least two 
frame members of section 1 and out over the 
gauge wheel axle. Raise the unpinned gauge 
wheel and arm assembly up to where the center 
of the gauge wheel axle is at the measurement 
determined in number 4 above. Support the 
gauge wheel at that point. Swing the cylinder 
down to the gauge wheel arm and adjust the Eye
Bolt; fig. 7, page 9, until the pin holes line 
up. Secure Eye-Bolt with the jam nut and 
repin the cylinder onto the gauge wheel arm. 

6. Repeat instruction number 5 for section 4. 

7. Make sure that all cylinders are securely 
pinned. 

8. The center of the implement is held by the 
cart sling; fig. 8, page 9. This should be 
adjusted so the center of the machine is level 
during field operation. 

9. For front to back leveling of the 
implement frame see number 2 of "Planting Depth 
Adjustments". 

TRANSPORTING 

1. Insert the two gauge wheel lock channels 
(two for 34" Drill and three for 45' Drill), 
fig. 9, over the cylinder rods. Place one lock 
channel on each dual gauge wheel cylinder. 
Located next to cart tires and on the 45' 
models, place the third lock channel on the 
master cylinder, directly behind the cart 
frame, without the stroke control stop. 

2. Check to see all locks; fig. 9, and pins, 
fig. 5, are in place. 

3. In the transport position, the 45' Drill 
is 20' wide and 15'2" high; and, the 34' Drill 
is 20' wide and 12'7" high. 

4. Never transport the drill faster than 15 
mph. 

5. Check to see that the gauge wheel tires 
and cart tires are properly inflated. Gauge 
wheel tire pressure is 32 psi and the cart 
tires are 36 psi. 
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6. Conform to all Federal, State, and Local 
safety laws. 

Gauge Wheel Lock Channels 
Fig. 9 



SEED METERING PREPARATI<l'1 
AND OPERATING CART FAN HYDRAULICS 

WITH THE TRACTOR AT IDLE SPEED, engage the fan 
motor with the proper tractor remote lever. 
It is advisable to secure the tractor remote 
lever for the fan with a wire, flexible band, 
or tarp strap. Do not rely on the valve 
detent to keep the fan running. 

Reset the tractor engine RPM to an approximate 
field-speed. Adjust the fan speed control at 
the front of the cart until the fan pressure 
gauge directly above the fan reaches 
approximately 12 oz. psi; fig. 3, page 6. 
Heavy seeding or fertilizer rates may require 
a faster fan speed to prevent hose plugging. 

Check the lid of each seed bin for air leaks. 
The lids must be air tight for proper seed 
metering. 

NOTE: Always start the fan motor with the 
tractor at idle speed. 

NOTE: Make sure the quick disconnect, with 
the jumper hose going to the return line from 
the distributor motors, located at the rear of 
the cart right side, fig. 10, is plugged into 
the hose going to the stroke control valve 
located on the gauge wheel cylinder directly 
behind cart. This shuts off the metering. 
system when the lifting circuit is pressurized 
to raise the implement. 

Adjust the needle valve, fig. 10, located on 
the hydraulic harness at the rear of the seed 
bin cart right side, to set the speed of the 
Hydra-spin Distributor motors in each tower. 
Optimum distributor motor speed should be 
between 400 and 600 RPM. 

If the air flow system appears to operate 
properly, turn off the tractor to begin the 
seed calibration. 

Needle Valve 
Fig. 10 

SEED AND FERTILIZER CALIBRATI<l'1 

Load the seed or seed and fertilizer into the 
bins. If a more-fertilizer-than-seed ratio is 
desired, put the fertilizer into the larger bin. 

1. Remove the cover plate on the bottom of 
the bin to be calibrated by unscrewing the two 
wing nuts on the underside of the bottom 
plate, fig. 11. 

2. Look up the desired seeding or fertilizer 
rate on the seeding charts located on pages 13 
& 14 of this manual or between the bins above 
the gearboxes. Read across and note: 

A. Sprocket Combination 
B. Gear Combination 
C. Gear Box Lever Settings 
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3. Put the gears and sprockets in the desired 
combinations. 

NOTE: The upper shaft (agitator) in the 
metering assembly is the DRIVER for the gears. 
The lower shaft (meter shaft) in the assembly 
is the DRIVEN gear. The sprocket on the gear 
box is the DRIVER for the sprockets. See 
figures 11 and 12. 



SEED AND FERTILIZER CALIBRATI~ (c:xN'T.) 

Wing Nut on Bottom Plate 
Fig. 11 

Driver Gear Driven Gear 

4. Shift the gear box levers, fig. 13, on the 
.. bin to be calibrated to the appropriate letter 
·and number setting using the following 
proceclLire: 

A. Rotate the plate gear handle, fig. 13, 
on the side of the gear box until the 
cam at the base of the lever allows 
the handle to float outward. 

B. With the handle rotated properly, the 
shifting levers should operate freely. 
Shift the appropriate levers to the 
desired letter and number settings. 

C. Re-engage the gear box by rotating the 
plate gear handle back so the cam 
forces the plate gear to mesh with the 
plate gear pinions in the gear box. 
Should binding occur, place the clutch 
handle into the input shaft, fig. 14, 
on the side of the cart and rock the 
shaft slightly until the teeth seat 
properly. 

Rotating.the plate gear handle out will 
disengage the gears and shut down the metering 
system for that bin. This may be used to 
operate only one bin when both bins are 
filled. 

5. Using the clutch handle, rotate the input 
shaft enough to fill the metering wheels 
(approximately 1/2 turn). Allow a small 
amount of seed to spill on the ground to be 
sure the wheels are full. 

6. Place a container below the metering box 
to catch seed. Slowly turn the clutch handle 
for one acre (see acre meter) (one-half or 
one-quarter acre may be used depending on the 
capacity of your weight scale). 

12 

MJTE: 160 turns on tl:le clutch handle = 1 Acre 

7. Weigh the amount of seed caught and adjust 
the gears and lever settings up or down as 
needed according to the seed chart. 

B. Replace the cover on the bottom of the 
bin. 

NOTE: These seed charts are derived from 
cleaned, non-treated, average-sized seed and 
should be used as a guide. Seeding rates will 
vary with seed size, test weight and 
flowability. 

Gear Box Levers 
Fig. 13 

Clutch Handle 
Fig. 14 



AIR IRILL SEEDING RATES IN POUNDS PER ArnE 

GEARING SELECTION GRAIN FERTZ. 
Sprockets Gears Gear Box Rates Listed in Pounds Per Acre Dry 

Driver Driven Driver Driven Levers lIIleat Oats Barley Sorahum ~llet Rape Sunflower Rye Alfalfa Granultd 
20 3J 17 54 A1 2.0 1.4 1.6 2.0 1.B 1.7 0.9 2.1 2.1 2.5 
20 3J 17 54 81 2.3 1.6 1.B 2.3 2.0 1.9 1.1 2.4 2.4 2.B 
20 3J 17 54 A2 2.5 1.7 2.0 2.5 2.2 2.1 1.2 2.6 2.6 3.1 
20 3J 17 54 C1 2.7 1.B 2.1 2.7 2.4 2.2 1.2 2.B 2.B 3.3 
20 3J 17 54 A3 3.0 2.0 2.4 3.0 2.7 2.5 1.4 3.1 3.1 3.7 
20 3J 17 54 A4 3.5 2.4 2.B 3.5 3.1 2.9 1.6 3.7 3.6 4.4 
20 30 17 54 AS 4.0 2.7 3.1 4.0 3.6 3.4 1.9 4.2 4.1 5.0 
20 3J 17 54 as 4.6 3.1 3.6 4.6 4.1 3.B 2.1 4.B 4.7 5.7 
20 30 17 54 E2 5.0 3.4 3.9 5.0 4.5 4.2 2.3 5.2 5.2 6.2 
20 3J 17 54 D4 5.6 3.B 4.4 5.6 5.0 4.7 2.6 5.9 5.B 7.0 
20 3J 17 54 E3 S.O 4.1 4.7 6.0 5.3 5.0 2.B 6.3 6.2 7.5 
20 3J 17 54 E4 7.0 4.B 5.5 7.0 6.2 5.9 3.3 7.4 7.3 B.7 
20 30 17 54 E5 B.O 5.4 6.3 B.O 7.1 6.7 3.7 B.4 B.3 10.0 
30 20 17 54 AS 9.0 6.1 7.1 9.0 B.O 7.6 4.2 9.4 9.3 11.2 
30 20 17 54 as 10.3 7.0 B.1 10.3 9.2 B.7 4.B 10.B 10.7 12.B 
30 20 17 54 E2 11.3 7.6 B.B 11.3 10.0 9.5 5.2 11.B 11.7 14.0 
30 20 17 54 D4 12.7 B.6 9.9 12.6 11.2 10.6 5.9 13.2 13.1 15.7 
30 20 17 54 E3 13.6 9.2 10.6 13.5 12.0 11.4 6.3 14.2 14.0 16.B 
30 20 17 54 OS 14.5 9.B 11.3 14.4 12.B 12.1 6.7 15.1 14.9 17.9 
3l 20 17 54 E4 15.B 10.7 12.4 15.B 14.0 13.3 7.3 16.5 16.3 19.6 
3l 20 17 54 E5 1B.1 12.2 14.2 1B.0 16.0 15.1 B.4 1B.9 18.7 22.4 
20 3J 54 17 A1 20.3 13.7 15.9 20.2 18.0 17.0 9.4 21.2 20.9 25.1 
20 3l 54 17 81 23.2 15.7 18.1 23.1 20.5 19.4 10.7 24.2 23.9 28.7 
20 30 54 17 C1 27.1 18.3 21.2 26.9 24.0 22.6 12.5 28.3 27.9 33.5 
20 3l 54 17 A3 30.4 20.6 23.8 30.3 27.0 25.5 14.1 31.8 31.4 37.7 
20 3J 54 17 C2 33.B 22.8 26.5 33.7 30.0 28.3 15.7 35.3 34.9 41.8 
20 30 54 17 A4 35.5 24.0 27.B 35.3 31.4 29.7 16.4 37.1 36.6 43.9 
20 3l 54 17 AS 40.6 27.4 31.7 40.4 35.9 34.0 1B.B 42.4 41.8 50.2 
20 30 54 17 85 46.4 31.3 36.3 46.2 41.1 38.B 21.5 4B.4 47.8 57.4 
20 3l 54 17 E2 SO.7 34.3 39.7 50.5 44.9 42.4 23.5 53.0 52.3 62.8 
20 30 54 17 C5 54.1 36.5 42.3 53.9 47.9 45.3 25.0 56.5 55.B 66.9 
20 3l 54 17 D4 56.B 38.4 44.4 56.6 50.3 47.5 26.3 59.3 58.6 70.3 
20 3J 54 17 E3 60.9 41.1 47.6 60.6 53.9 50.9 2B.2 63.6 62.B 75.3 
20 3l 54 17 OS 64.9 43.9 50.B 64.6 57.5 54.3 30.0 67.8 66.9 80.3 
30 20 54 17 A3 68.5 46.3 53.6 6B.2 60.7 57.3 31.7 71.5 70.6 84.7 
20 3l 54 17 E4 71.1 4B.0 55.6 70.7 62.9 69.5 32.9 74.2 73.3 87.9 
30 20 54 17 C2 76.1 51.4 59.5 75.7 67.4 63.7 35.2 79.5 7B.4 94.1 
20 3J 54 17 E5 81.2 54.8 63.5 BO.B 71.9 67.9 37.6 B4.8 83.7 100.4 • 
30 20 54 17 AS 91.3 61.7 71.4 90.9 80.9 76.4 42.3 95.3 94.1 113.0 
3l 20 54 17 85 104.3 70.5 81.6 103.9 92.4 B7.3 4B.3 109.0 107.6 129.1 
3l 20 54 17 03 109.6 74.0 85.7 109.1 97.0 91.7 50.7 114.4 113.0 135.6 
30 20 54 17 E2 114.1 77.1 B9.3 113.6 101.1 95.5 52.8 119.2 117.7 141.2 
3l 20 54 17 C5 121.7 82.2 95.2 121.2 107.8 101.9 56.3 127.1 125.5 150.6 
3J 20 54 17 D4 127.B B6.3 100.0 127.2 113.2 106.9 59.2 133.5 131.8 158.2 
30 20 54 17 E3 137.0 92.5 107.1 136.3 121.3 114.6 63.4 143.0 141.2 169.5 
30 20 54 17 05 146.1 9B.7 114.3 145.4 129.4 122.2 67.6 152.6 150.6 1BO.8 
3J 20 54 17 E4 159.9 10B.0 125.1 159.2 141.6 133.B 74.0 167.0 164.9 197.9 
3l 20 54 17 E5 182.6 123.4 142.8 1B1.B 161.7 152.8 B4.5 190.7 1BB.3 225.9 
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AIR DULL SEEDING RATES IN KILOGRAMS PER HEcrARE 

GEARING SELECTION GRAIN FERTZ 
Sprockets Gears Gear 80x Rates Listed in Kilograms Per Hectare Dry 

Driver Driven Driver Driven Levers l1Ileat Oats Barlev Sorahum Millet Race Sunflower Rve Alfalfa Granultd 
20 30 17 54 A1 2.3 1.5 1.8 2.2 2.0 1.9 1.0 2.4 2.3 2.8 
20 30 17 54 81 2.6 1.7 2.0 2.6 2.3 2.2 1.2 2.7 2.7 .3.2 : 
20 30 17 54 A2 2.8 1.9 2.2 2.8 2.5 2.4 1.3 2.9 2.9 ··3.5 ' 
20 30 17 54 C1 3.0 2.0 2.4 3.0 2.7 2.5 1.4 3.1 3.1 3.7 
20 30 17 54 A3 3.4 2.3 2.6 3.4 3.0 2.8 1.6 3.5 3.5 4.2 
20 30 17 54 A4 3.9 2.7 3.1 3.9 3.5 3.3 1.8 4.1 4.1 4.9 
20 30 17 54 AS 4.5 3.0 3.5 4.5 4.0 3.8 2.1 4.7 4.6 5.6 

.20 30 17 54 85 5.2 3.5 4.0 5.1 4.6 4.3 2.4 5.4 5.3 6.4 
20 30 17 54 E2 5.6 3.8 4.4 5.6 5.0 4.7 2.6 5.9 5.8 7.0 
20 30 17 54 D4 6.3 4.3 4.9 6.3 5.6 5.3 2.9 6.6 6.5 7.8 
20 30 17 54 E3 6.8 4.6 5.3 6.7 6.0 5.7 3.1 7.1 7.0 8.4 
20 30 17 54 E4 7.9 5.3 6.2 7.9 7.0 6.6 3.7 8.2 8.1 9.8 
20 30 17 54 E5 9.0 6.1 7.1 9.0 8.0 7.5 4.2 9.4 9.3 11.2 
30 20 17 54 AS 10.1 6.9 7.9 10.1 9.0 8.5 4.7 10.6 10.5 12.6 
30 20 17 54 85 11.6 7.8 9.1 11.5 10.3 9.7 5.4 12.1 12.0 14.3 
30 20 17 54 E2 12.7 8.6 9.9 12.6 11.2 10.6 5.9 13.2 13.1 15.7 
30 20 17 54 D4 14.2 9.6 11.1 14.1 12.6 11.9 6.6 14.8 14.6 17.6 
30 20 17 54 E3 15.2 10.3 11.9 15.1 13.5 12.7 7.0 15.9 15.7 18.8 
30 20 17 54 OS 16.2 11.0 12.7 16.2 14.4 13.6 7.5 16.9 16.7 20.1 
30 20 17 54 E4 17.8 12.0 13.9 17.7 15.7 14.9 8.2 18.6 18.3 22.0 
30 20 17 54 E5 20.3 13.7 15.9 20.2 18.0 17.0 9.4 21.1 20.9 25.1 
20 30 54 17 A1 22.7 15.4 17.8 22.6 20.1 19.0 10.5 23.8 23.5 28.1 
20 30 54 17 B1 26.0 17.6 20.3 25.9 23.0 21.7 12.0 27.1 26.8 32.~ 

20 30 54 17 C1 30.3 20.5 23.7 30.2 26.9 25.4 14.0 31.7 31.3 37~5 

20 30 54 17 A3 34.1 23.0 26.7 34.0 30.2 28.5 15.8 35.6 35.2 42.2 
20 30 54 17 C2 37.9 25.6 29.7 37.7 33.6 31.7 17.5 39.6 39.1 46.9 
20 30 54 17 A4 39.8 26.9 31.1 39.6 35.3 33.3 18.4 41.6 41.0 49.2 
20 30 54 17 AS 45.5 30.7 35.6 45.3 40.3 38.1 21.1 47.5 46.9 56.3 
20 30 54 17 85 52.0 35.1 40.7 51.8 46.0 43.5 24.1 54.3 53.6 64.3 
20 30 54 17 E2 56.9 38.4 44.5 56.6 50.4 47.6 26.3 59.4 58.6 70.4 
20 30 54 17 C5 60.7 41.0 47.4 60.4 53.7 50.7 28.1 63.3 62.5 75.0 
20 30 54 17 D4 63.7 43.0 49.8 63.4 56.4 53.3 29.5 66.5 65.7 78.8 
20 30 54 17 E3 68.2 46.1 53.4 67.9 60.4 57.1 31.6 71.3 70.4 84.4 
20 30 54 17 OS 72.8 49.2 56.9 72.5 64.5 60.9 33.7 76.0 75.0 90.1 
30 20 54 17 A3 76.8 51.9 60.0 76.4 68.0 64.2 35.5 80.2 79.1 95.0 
20 30 54 17 E4 79.7 53.8 62.3 79.3 70.6 66.7 36.9 83.2 82.1 98.6 
30 20 54 17 C2 85.3 57.6 66.7 84.9 75.5 71.4 39.5 89.1 87.9 105.5 
20 30 54 17 E5 91.0 61.5 71.2 90.6 80.6 76.1 42.1 95.0 93.8 112~6 

30 20 54 17 AS 102.4 69.1 80.1 101.9 90.7 85.6 47.4 106.9 105.5 126.6 
30 20 54 17 85 117.0 79.0 91.5 116.4 103.6 97.9 54.1 122.2 120.6 144.7 
30 20 54 17 03 122.8 83.0 96.1 122.3 108.8 102.8 56.8 128.3 126.6 152.0 
30 20 54 17 E2 127.9 86.4 100.1 127.4 113.3 107.0 59.2 133.6 131.9 158.3 
30 20 54 17 C5 136.5 92.2 106.7 135.9 120.9 114.2 63.2 142.5 140.7 168.9 
30 20 54 17 D4 143.5 96.8 112.1 142.6 126.9 119.9 66.3 149.6 147.7 177.3 
30 20 54 17 E3 153.5 103.7 120.1 152.8 136.0 128.5 71.1 160.3 158.3 190.0 
30 20 54 17 05 163.8 110.6 128.1 163.0 145.1 137.0 75.8 171.0 168.8 202.6 
30 20 54 17 E4 179.2 121.1 140.2 178.4 158.8 150.0 83.0 187.2 184.8 221.8 
30 20 54 17 E5 204.7 138.3 160.1 203.8 181.3 171.3 94.7 213.8 211.1 253.:Z 
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PLANTING DEPTH ADJUSTMENTS 

1. A depth control stop clamp is bolted to 
the rod of one of the cylinders located on the 
implement frame directly behind the cart, fig. 
16. With the openers set in the soil at the 
desired planting depth, slide the depth 
control stop clamp up the cylinder rod as far 
as possible to ~ere it completely depresses 
the hydraulic cut-off plunger attached to the 
cylinder. Secure the stop clamp at that 
position. The implement frame should now stop 
at the same planting depth each time it is 
lowered. 

Adjustments are made faster by understanding 
that the gauge ~eels set the depth and the 
press ~eels level the openers from front-to
rear. 

Press Wheel Adjustment Screws 
Fig. 15 

2. During field testing, hydraulically lower 
the implement, placing the openers in the 
soil. Since hydraulic raising and lowering 
occurs at the gauge wheels, check for an equal 
depth across the front rank of openers. If 
the frames have been leveled all front rank 
openers should have the same penetration. If 
frames have not been leveled see, "Frame 
Leveling" page 9 & 10. 

3. Check the depth of the rear rank openers. 
If the penetration varies from the front rank 
openers, adjust the threaded press wheel 
adjustment screws, fig. 15, located above the 
press wheel gangs to obtain an equal planting 
depth throughout the implement. 

4. Test the drill to determine a desired 
planting depth for your crop and set the 
openers into the soil at that depth. 

Stop Clamp 
Fig. 16 

(34' Air Drill Shown) 

INDIVIDUAL OPENER ADJUSTMENTS 

DEPTH ADJUSTMENT 

The planting depth of the hoe openers may be 
adjusted at each opener as well as at the 
gauge wheels (see "Planting Depth 
Adjustments"). Openers running in the tractor 
tire tracks, for example, may require additional 
depth or down pressure adjustments. If you 
determine that any or all openers should be 
adjusted, read this section carefully. 
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The hoe opener seeding depth is adjusted where 
the spring bar connects to the upper shank of 
the opener arm. Mount the spring bar in a 
lower hole for more shallow seeding. (See fig. 
17 and fig. 18 on page 16) 

NOTE: By changing the spring bar from its 
factory-set position, the angle that the hoe 
tip travels through the soil has also 
changed. For longer hoe-tip life, it must 
be reset to its original position. See "Hoe 
Tip Adjustment" page 16. 



INDIVIDUAL OPENER ADJUS1MENTS (CXN'T.) 

HOE-TIP ADJUSTMENT 

The tip of the hoe openers should operate with 
the point running 1/8" 10lller than the heel, 
fig. 19. SHEAR-BCLT (JIENERS, fig. 17, have 
three shear-bolt positions located where the 
upper and lower shanks connect. If the spring 
bar is moved to a higher position (see "Depth 
Adjustments" page 15), remove the shear-bolt, 
pivot the lower shank to the rear and relocate 
the bolt into a higher hole. Check the hoe 
tip for proper heel-to-tip angle of 1/8". 

SPRING RESET OPENERS have an adjustable 
trunnion located on the front edge of the 
lower shank where it connects to the upper 
shank. If opener depth adjustments have been 
made, turn the trunnion bolt until the hoe-tip 
angle is correct (1/8" heel-to-tip). See fig. 
19. 

Down Pressure 
Adjustment C"W" Ctip) 

Depth 
Adjustment 

Shear Bolt Opener 
Fig. 17 

Spring Reset Opener 
Fig. 18 

Hoe Tip 
Fig. 19 

OPENER DOWN-PRESSURE ADJUSTMENTS 

The amount of down-pressure exerted by the hoe 
opener is adjusted at the lower end of the 
spring rod which connects to the top of the 
opener arm. I'Iove the "w" clip at the bottan 

of the spring to a higher position for more 
down-pressure, to a lower position for less. 
This adjustment may be considered for openers 
running in tire tracks. 

FIELD OPERATI{lIJS 

1. Always keep the filling screens in the lid 
opening of the bins in place to keep foreign 
objects from entering and damaging the metering 
system. 

2. Keep the oil cooler and screen free from oil 
and dirt build-up. 

3. Do not rely on tractor hydraulic valve 
detent to maintain the fan and metering opera
tion. You should secure the tractor remote 
lever. See "Operating Cart Fan Hydraulics" 
page 11. 

4. When raising the drill at the end of the 
field, fully extend the gauge wheel cylinders 
and hold the hydraulic lever on for a few 
seconds. This action will rephase all of the 
gauge wheel cylinders and ensure accurate 
depth control across the width of the drill. 
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5. When lowering the drill for field 
operations the drill must always be lowered 
until stopped by the depth stop (on one of the 
master cylinders behind the cart). Anytime the 
drill is raised off the depth stop the metering 
system is deactivated (see "Seed Metering" page 
11) • 

6. Avoid making sharp turns with the openers 
in the soil. A sharp turn will cause the 
openers on the inside of the turn to back up, 
causing plugging and possible opener damage. 

7. Never back up or let the drill roll 
backwards with the openers in the ground. 
Opener plugging may result. 



FIELD OPERATIONS (CON'T.) 

B. Engaging the fan will activate the air 
flow for the seed metering system. Avoid 
forward motion with the fan running at low 
pressure or slow speed. Seed metering with too 
little air flow may cause the hoses to plug. 

9. Be aware of the 5 foot to 10 foot delay 
before the seed reaches the openers when 
forward motion begins. If stopping in the 
field is necessary, raise the openers and back 
up 10 feet before continuing. Lower the drill 
and continue to drill. 

10. (If applicable) Replace the shear bolts on 
shear bolt hoe openers as necessary with a 
5/16" x 3" long Grade 5 bolt ONLY. (Great 
Plains part number B02-131C) 

11. Periodically check for plugged openers 
and hoses if your unit is not equipped with a 
monitor system. Leave the fan running and 
manually crank the metering system using the 
clutch handle (see "Seed and Fertilizer 
Calibration" page 11). Check below each opener 
for seed output. By stopping for this check at 
a field corner or row end, any gaps (see #9 
above) will be planted when the corners and 
ends are sown out. 

12. Maintain the correct tire pressure. 
Gauge wheels = 32 psi. Cart tires = 36 psi. 

13. ALWAYS operate farm machinery with safety 
in mind. 

NOTE: Always start the fan motor with the 
tractor engine at IDLE SPEED ONLY. 

OPERATING GIECK LIST 

Before operating your drill for the first time, make sure you have checked the 
following: 

1. Read this operating manual completely to understand the different systems and 
procedures of the drill. 

2. Read the Safety Rules. 

3. Follow the procedures for: 
a. Bleeding the hydraulic system 
b. Operating the air system 
c. Folding and unfolding the air drill 
d. Seeding calibrations 
e. Setting the planting depth 

4. Check the machine for loose bolts, pins and chains. 

5. See that all tires have proper air pressure. 

6. Lubricate drill. 

7. Inspect the bins for foreign material. 

8. Rotate the input shaft with the clutch handle to see that the metering system 
is operating smoothly. 

9. Check the bin lids for air tight seal. 

10. Check to be sure the fan air pressure gauge is at a proper level. 

11. Check the hydraulic system for leaks. (See Safety Rules page 3) 
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tNt. I NfENANCE 

1. Periodically check and secure all bolts, 
pins and fasteners. 

2. 8 to 12 hours lubrication points on the 
implement frame: 

a. Hoe opener pivots 
b. Gauge Wheel pivots 
c. Lift-assist pivots 
d. Caster wheel shafts 
e. Press Wheel gang bearings. 
f. Press wheel gang pivot bushings. 
g. Cart Pull-link pivots 

5. Lubricate the wheel bearings each season. 

6. Remove and soak the drive and metering 
chains in oil between seasons. 

7. It is very important to have clean oil in 
the hydraulic circuits. Begin air drill 
operations with clean oil and change the oil 
filter as necessary or after JDOO acres. 
Follow the tractors manufacturer's 
recommendations for oil reservoir maintenance. 
The Air Drill filter is Great Plains part 
number 810-053C. 

The main drive clutch on your Air Orill is of 
a friction wrap design. There are two 
hydraulically actuated spring bars, one which 
disengages the clutch when the blower fan is 
turned off and the other Which disengages the 
clutch When the implement portion of the 
machine is raised out of the ground. The 
lower rear cylinder, fig. A, is connected to 
the fan hydraulic motor circuit. When the fan 
is running the cylinder should push the spring 
bar away from the clutch, fig. 8, allowing the 
clutch to turn. When the fan is off, the 
spring bar should contact the clutch tab, fig. 
C, and disengage the clutch. The upper front 

SERVICE 

3. 8 to 12 hour lubrication points on the 
cart and air system: 

a. Fan impeller bearings 
b. Metering box agitator 
c. Meter bearings 
d. Clutch shaft bearings 

4. 30 hour lubrication points: 

a. Frame section folding pivots 
b. Press wheel adjustment scrBIII 
c. Parallel arm pivots on outer gauge 

wheels 
d. Clean out panel pivot shaft, both 

ends, on the metering box. 

8. Check the gear box oil levels seasonally. 
Check by taking off lids and measuring depth 
of oil. Proper oil level is 2 1/2" deep. Add 
SAE 140 gear oil if needed. A dry box takes 
approximately 5.8 U.S. quarts to fill. 

9. Periodically check the rubber seals on the 
bin lids for possible maintenance. An air 
tight seal is important for proper seed 
metering. 

CLUTCH 
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cylinder is connected to the gauge wheel lift 
circuit. When the implement is raised out of 
the ground the cylinder pushes the spring bar 
down to the clutch tab, fig. 0, and disengages 
the clutch. When the implement is lowered on 
the depth stop the spring bar should rise, 
fig. E, and allow the clutch to turn. 
IMPORTANT: During field operation, the 
implement must be lowered until stopped by the 
gauge wheel cylinder depth stop; otherwise, 
the gauge wheel activated clutch shutoff 
cylinder will disengage the clutch and stop 
the metering system. If adjustment of the 
lower rear spring bar is necessary, use the 
following procedure: 



M\I NTENANCE ( aN ' T • ) 

CLUTCH (CON'T.) 

1. Turn off fan. Clutch cylinder should 
be retracted. 

2. Loosen mounting nuts on the cylinder 
and raise cylinder up from spring bar. 

3. Loosen spring bar mounting bolts and 
slide spring bar up or down until the 
end of the spring bar is centered on 
clutch tab, fig. C, and retighten 
mounting bolts. 

4. Adjust cylinder until it just contacts 
the top of the spring bar and tighten 
cylinder nuts at this point. 

The lower rear spring bar is now adjusted and 
when fan is turned on the cylinder should push 
the spring bar down allowing the clutch to 
turn. If adjustment of the upper front spring 
bar is necessary, use the following 
procedures: 

Fig. B 

1. Raise the implement out of ground and 
hold with hydraulic pressure (do not 
set machine down on the gauge wheel 
transport locks). Clutch cylinder 
should be extended. 

2. Loosen mounting nuts on the cylinder 
and raise cylinder up from spring bar. 

3. Loosen spring bar mounting bolts and 
slide spring bar up or down until end 
of spring bar clears the outside 
diameter of the clutch tab by 1/16" to 
3/32", fig. E, and retighten cylinder 
nuts at this point. 

4. Adjust cylinder down so that it pushes 
spring bar down until end of spring 
bar is centered on clutch tab and 
tighten cylinder nuts at this point. 

The upper front spring bar is now adjusted and 
when the implement is lowered in the ground on 
the depth stop, the cylinder should retract 
allowing the spring bar to rise up and allow 
the clutch to turn. 

Fig. C 

Fig. E 

A Jlo\NGERI STAY CLEAR Of THE IWLEMENT. IF ~ULIC FAILrnE 
SHOULD OCCUR TIm IMPLEMENT \\OULO FALL TO TIm GROUND. 
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MAINTENANCE (aN' T. ) 

DRIVE TRAIN OPERATIONS 

CHAIN DRIVE 

Your Air Drill uses standard no. 40 and 20-40 
roller chain throughout it's drive system. 
Chain tension should be checked daily during 
the drilling season and adjusted if needed. 

It is important not to adjust your chains too 
tight as this may cause damage to the drive 
train. Oil impregnated wood idler blocks are 
provided for adjustment on all long chains. 

SPEEDCHANGE DRIVE 

The speedchange box is a 21 speed gear box 
with output speeds ranging from 1/2 to 2 times 
the input speed. The speedchange box in 
conjunction with the quick change sprockets 
and gears gives B4 possible drive ratios of 
which 48 are listed in the seed rate chart. 
Most of the ratios not listed fall in the 
lower half of the seed rate chart. For 

1. If you store the drill in an unfolded 
position, unpin the rod end of the folding 
cylinders and retract the rods into the 
cylinders to prevent rust. 

2. Release the clamps on the bin fill lids to 
relax the load on the seals. 

3. Empty· the bins of any grain and fertilizer 
(corrosive) by loosening the wing nuts that 
secure the cover plate at the bottom of each 
bin and removing the cover plate, fig. 20. 
Remove the wing nut and bolt that hold the 
clean-cut handle in position (R.H. side of the 
cart). Swing the handle down and remove any 
seed or fertilizer. 

Wash and clean the bins, especially the 
fertilizer bin, to prevent corrosion. 

Fig. 20 

applications that require rates not listed, 
contact your Great Plains dealer. The speed
change boxes have been lubricated at the 
factory with SAE 140 gear oil. Check oil 
level seasonally by taking off the lids and 
measuring depth of the oil with a tape 
measure. Oil should be 2 1/2" deep 
(Approximately 5.8 U.S. quarts). 

STORAGE 
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4. If the cart is disconnected from the 
implement, plug the 3" hose ends to prevent 
birds from nesting in the air system. 

Before each season, be sure to check the bin 
bottoms for foreign material. Manually wind 
the metering shaft to be sure that all moving 
parts are operating freely. Then start the 
fan motor and check to see that all hoses have 
proper air flow. 

5. Remove and soak the drive and seed 
metering chains in oil between seasons. 

6. Lubricate the necessary fittings (see 
"Maintenance Service" page 18). 

7. Check all bolts, pins, fittings and hoses. 
Tighten, repair or replace parts as necessary. 

NOTE: Proper storage and maintenance will 
help prevent unnecessary down-time and ensure 
longer, dependable drill operation. 



OPTIONAL FILL-AUGER OPERATING I NSTRUCf IONS 

These instructions apply if your drill is equipped with the optional fill auger. 

1. Position the auger outlet spout over the 
bin to be filled. 

. 2 •. ·Back truck up to auger inlet hopper. 

3. Position double selector valve, fig. 21, 
for hydraulic oil to flow to auger. 

4. Engage tractor hydraulic lever. It will 
be necessary to hold lever with tarp strap, 
wire or some other means. 

5. With tractor engine running at slow speed 
tum on 2 position 3 way valve, fig. 21. If 
auger runs backwards reverse tractor hydraulic 
lever. 

NOTE: Steps 4 & 5 may be reversed. 

Double Selector Valve 
Fig. 21 

6. Fill bin. Shut off flow of seed or 
fertilizer just before bin is full to allow 
auger to clean out. DO NOT leave seed or 
fertilizer in auger as this ~ay cause plugging 
and corrosion. 

7. When auger is cleaned out shut off auger 
with 2 position 3 way valve or by disengaging 
tractor hydraulic lever. 

NOTE: In an emergency the double selector 
valve will also shut off the auger but will 
pressurize the folding circuit if the tractor 
hydraulic lever is still engaged. 

8. Disengage tractor hydraulic lever (if not 
already done) and return double selector valve 
and 2 position 3 way valve to original 
positions for field operation. 

2 Position 3 Way Valve 

A CAUT ICN! IF AlXiER HAS N>T BEa< USED FCR SCME TIME, IT I S A 
GOOD IDEA TO RUN AUGER DRY FOR A FEW SE<XN)S TO RID IT OF FOREIGN 
OBJECTS LIKE BIRD NESTS. 

DO NOT RUN AUGER DRY FOR AN EXTENDED PERIOD OF TIME. 

IF AUGER IS TO BE STORED ourSIDE, mE HOPPER SHOULD BE TURNED 
UPSIDE IJCMN TO PROTEcr INLET FRQ\.1 RAIN. 

DANGER r DANGER r KEEP HANDS, FEET, LONG HAIR, CLon-IlNG OR 
ANYTHING ELSE LIABLE TO GET CAUGHT IN AUGER FRQ\.1 AUGER INLET. IF 
AUGER BEaNES PLUGGED, TURN OFF AUGER AND TRAcrOR BEFORE 
ATTEMPTING TO CLEAN IT our! 
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OPTIONAL AIR DRILL M:N'ITOR 

(PART NO. 823-028C) 

The optional Air Drill MDnitor Package allows 
the operator to monitor key functions of the 
air drill from the tractor. ~terial levers 
in both 75 Bu. and 100 Bu. bins, spinner shaft 
rotation in all three towers, neter shaft 
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rotation in both bins and fan rpm are 
displayed on the labeled control console to be 
JJDUnted in the tractor cab. 12 volt power 
from the tractor operates the system. 



PROBLEM 

1. Actual seeding rate is 
different than desired. 

2. Erratic seeding pattern. 

3. Seeding pattern is skipping 
rOllls. 

4. 1" seed hoses from tOlllers to 
openers plugging. 

5. Openers plugging with dirt. 

6. 3" seed hoses from bins to 
towers plugging. 

TROUBLE SHOOT I NG 

POSSIBLE CAUSES AND SOLUTIONS 

a. Check for air leaks in bins. A small air leak can lower 
seeding rate drastically. 

b. Quickchange gears on left side of bin metering box are in 
wrong range. 

c. Quickchange sprockets between gearbox and bin are turned 
around. 

d. Gear box is in wrong gear. 
e. Check tire pressure on cart tires. Proper inflation is 

36 psi. 
f. Liquid seed treatment will affect seeding rate if 

chemicals build up in the metering star wheels. Remove 
cover plate on bottom bin and check metering star wheels 
for build up. 

g. Damp fertilizer can also build up on metering star wheels. 
h. Check adjustment of clutch shutoff cylinders and spring 

bars. Improper adjustment may cause the spring bars to 
stop the clutch from turning and shutting off the metering 
system (see page 18 on clutch operation) 

a. Check that spinner shaft in towers are turning. 
b. Hydraulic motors in towers turning too slow. Adjust 

needle valve on rear of cart (see page 11, fig. 10) so 
that spinner motors turn between 400 and 600 rpm. 

c. Check adjustment of clutch shutoff cylinders and spring 
bars. Improper adjustment may cause the spring bars to 
stop the clutch from turning and shutting off the metering 
system (see page 18 on clutch operation). 

a. Opener is plugged. 
b. 1" seed hose from tower to opener is plugged. 
c. Foreign object inside tOlller blocking outlet to 1" seed 

hose. 

a. Hoses have too much slack and need tightened. When 
taking up slack in a seed hose that goes to an opener on 
a different section than the tower, leave enough slack to 
allow for down flex between sections. 

b. Seed hose sags between tOlller and opener. Install more 
seed hose loops, Great Plains part no. 160-016H. 

c. Fan speed too low. 

a. Drilling in damp or wet conditions may cause this. Lower 
openers into soil while moving forward and never back up 
with openers in the ground. 

b. Turning too sharp and causing inside of machine to back 
up with openers in ground. Lift openers out of ground if 
a sharp turn is necessary. 

c. Hoe tip angle too flat. (See page 16 fig. 19) 

a. Metering system not shutting off, when fan is off, and 
filling 3" seed hoses with seed. Check adjustment of fan 
activated clutch cylinder, see 1h. 

b. Fan speed too slow. 
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'!ROUBLE SHOOT I NG ( OON' T • ) 

PROBLEI'I POSSIBLE CAUSES AND SOLUTIONS 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--------------------
7. Front and rear hoe openers 

not planting at same depth. 
a. Press aels out of adjustment. See PLANTING DEPTH 

ADJUSTl'ENTS page 15. 
b. Check air pressure in gauge wheel tires. Proper inflation 

is 32 psi. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B. Planting depth varies 
betldeen sections. 

a. Gauge wheel cylinders need rephasing. See OPERATING THE 
HYDRAULIC SYSTEI'I page 7. 

b. Gauge wheel cylinders have air in them. See BLEEDING THE 
HYDRAULIC LIFTING SYSTEM page 6. 

c. Check air pressure in gauge wheel tires. Proper inflation 
is 32 psi. 

d. Implement is out of level. See FRAI'IE LEVELING pages 8-10. 
e. One of the gauge wheel cylinders is the lIIl'ong size. The 

Cessna part no. is stamped on the casting on the rod end 
of the cylinder. See AIR DRILL II'IPLEI'IENT page in the 
parts section for correct cylinder size, location, and the 
Cessna part number. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
9. Creeping up or down of 

sections during field 
operation. 

a. Gauge wheel cylinders have air in them. See BLEEDING THE 
HYDRAULIC SYSTEI'I page 6. 

b. Leaky gauge wheel cylinder. If a cylinder is leaking oil 
past the piston, that cylinder will retract and all 
cylinders outside of that cylinder will extend. See parts 
section for seal kit and service information. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
10. All sections settling 

simultaneously during 
field operations. 

11. Fan won't run fast enough. 

12. Return hose from radiator 
blOblS off. 

a. O-ring seal on depth control plunger is leaking. Remove 
plunger and replace o-ring (see parts section for service 
information). 

a. Tractor hydraulics not pumping enough oil. The fan and 
tower motors require approximately 10 gpm to operate at 
full speed. 

b. Filter on Air Drill cart is plugged. Replace element with 
Part No. B10-053C. 

c. Tractor oil level is low. 
d. Check valve is installed backwards. See CART HYDRAULICS 

in the parts section. The arrow on the valve must point 
as shown. 

a. Return hose is improperly plumbed to tractor. Consult 
your GREAT PLAINS dealer or your tractor dealer. 

b. Hose clamps are too loose. 
c. On some models of tractors, hydraulic return oil passes 

through a filter on the tractor before it dumps into the 
reservoir. If this filter is dirty it will cause high back 
pressure in the return hose from the radiator. 

===================-================================================================================= 
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34 1 Air Drill Saftey Decal Package. Includes all Safety 
Decals as shown above. 
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818-0S4C 

818-044C 

Ref. 

DECAL PLACEMENT 

803-006C 

8l8-046C 

818-04SC--~~~X;t9~~ 
818-ll4C 

" 818-0S2C 
818-113C', , , , , 
8l8-l89C ',' 

" ' 

819-014C 818-028C 

Part No. Description 

818-0S4C 

819-028C (34') 

80l-0l8C 
C __ ---- 8l8-0SSC 

'"'--_--- 802-092C 

·!i.\;J'-~L------890-1S3C 

818-043C 

818-046C 

160-140A 

160-139A 

34 1 Air Drill Package. Includes ALL Decals as shown above. 

45 1 Air Drill Package. Includes ALL Decals as shown above. 
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Warranty 

Great Plains Manufacturing, Incorporated warrants to the original 
purchaser that this grain drill will be free from defects in material 
and workmanship for a period of one year from the date of original 
purchase when used as intended and under normal service and con
ditions. This Warranty is limited to the replacement of any defective 
part by Great Plains Manufacturing, Incorporated and the installa
tion by the dealer of any such replacement part: provided that any 
such defective part is returned to Great Plains within thirty (30) days 
of the failure. 

This Warranty does not apply to any part or product which in Great 
Plains' judgment shall have been misused or damaged by accident 
or lack of normal maintenance or care, or which has been repaired 
or altered in a way which adversely affects its performance or 
reliability, or which has been used for a purpose for which the pro
duct is not designed. This Warranty shall not apply if the product is 
towed at a speed in excess of 20 miles per hour. 

Claims under this Warranty must be made to the dealer which 
originally sold the product and all warranty adjustments must be 
made through such dealer. Great Plains reserves the right to make 
changes in materials or design of the product at any time without 
notice. 

This Warranty shall not be interpreted to render Great Plains liable 
for damages of any kind, direct, consequential, or contingent, to pro
perty. Furthermore, Great Plains shall not be liable for damages 
resulting from any cause beyond its reasonable control. This War
ranty does not extend to loss of crops, losses caused by harvest 
delays or any expense or loss for labor, supplies, rental machinery 
or for any other reason. 

No other warranty of any kind whatsoever, express or implied, 
is made with respect to this sale; and all implied warranties of 
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose which ex· 
ceed the obligations set forth in this written warranty are hereby 
disclaimed and excluded from this sale. 

This Warranty is not valid unless registered with Great Plains 
Manufacturing, Incorporated within 10 days from the date of original 
purchase. 
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Great Plains Manufacturing, Inc. 
Corporate Office: p.o. Box 5060 
Salina, Kansas 67402-5060 USA 


